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Abstract 
Good comments for a program or project can 
help programmers and the beginners quickly 
understand what program or snippet of code 
does, providing a way for program 
understanding and maintaining software. 
Few software projects manually comment the 
code; other way is to automatically generate 
them. One way to overcome and guard against 
rudimentary comments is to automatically 
generate them. In this paper we propose a 
method to automatically generate descriptive 
summary comments for C language code and 
functions using content selection and text 
generation. In content selection we process 
using method for selecting the important code 
statements to be included in the summary 
comment. For selected statements, text 
generation method tells how to generate the 
content in natural language sentences. 
Index Terms: Program analysis, Content 
generation, Text generation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

    Natural language processing (NLP) is the way 
that a computer program understands human 
language. NLP is a component of artificial 
intelligence (AI). NLP involves challenges such 
as natural language understanding that is making 
computers to obtain a meaning from human input 
i.e. natural language input, and also involves a 
challenge of natural language generation i.e. 
generating natural language from a machine 
code.  
   Generating natural language i.e. comments for 
a machine code helps the developers to 
understand the working of the code easily  
 
                                                            
 

 
without having to analysis the entire code. A 
comment also helps developers to understand 
only relevant part of code needed during 
software evolution. The high level overview of 
methods functionality [1] helps programmers to 
understand the particular snippet of code without 
having to read the entire code or function. 
Descriptive summary comment helps 
programmers and even beginners to understand 
the required code or function easily. 
   Descriptive summary comments can be written 
orally by the developers or automatically 
generated. Orally i.e. manually writing 
comments is tedious and time consuming and 
difficult to keep up to date as changes evolves. 
The developer need to keep in track of changes 
in code and update the summary comments. By 
automatically generating summary comments by 
using the suitable technique reduces the 
overhead of developers to maintain it manually. 
   In this paper we propose a method to 
automatically generate descriptive summary 
comments for C code and functions. The method 
takes needed snippet of C code or function as 
input and output’s a descriptive summary 
comment. Automatically generating descriptive 
summary comments involves program analysis, 
content selection and text generation. Content 
selection involves selecting the statements of C 
code to be included in summary comment. For 
the selected statements, text generation involves 
a way to express the content in natural language 
sentence. 

II. RELATED WORK 

    There are few related works which are closest 
to our proposed method to automatically 
generate summary comments for C language.  
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Giriprasad et al [4] has proposed a tool to 
generate natural language comments for java 
methods automatically by using SWUM. 
Automatic generation of natural language 
summaries for java language using stereotype 
proposed by L. Moreno et al uses the stereotype 
to select the important statements of the method 
and then use the technique of Giriprasad Sidhara 
for text generation. Sana Makil et al [13] has 
proposed a method for evaluating a software 
word usage for C++ which uses SWUM for 
generating phrase. 
We have used the above similar technique to 
automatically generate descriptive summary 
comments for C Language code and functions 
(method).As per our knowledge this is the first 
technique proposed for C language.  

III. PROPOSED WORK 

We propose three main methods to automatically 
generate descriptive summary comments for C 
language code: (1) Program analysis, which 
involves identifying identifiers, variables, 
functions and control flow of the code.  (2) 
Content selection, which involves selecting the 
statements of code to be added in summary 
comments. (3) Text generation, which involves 
generation of natural language sentences and 
combining different phrases obtained to provide 
good summary comments for given code. Fig. 1 
illustrates the proposed method to automatically 
generating descriptive summary comments for C 
language code and functions

.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1. Program Analysis
Program analysis involves analysis of given 
snippet of code or function line by line to identify 
the identifiers, functions, condition statements 
and computational statements of the code. Once 
the different parts of code are identified, next we 
select the important content needed based on the 
priority and generate text to obtain descriptive 
summary comments for C language code and 
functions. 
 
3.2. Content Selection 
In our proposed method C code or function may 
contain multiple lines of statements. Depending 
upon the information obtained in program 
analysis, content selection is made based upon 
the priority we have proposed. In content 
selection process priority will be given for the 
below snippet of the code based on the order in 
which they are listed (1) User defined function. 

(2) Condition statements and looping statements 
(3) Inbuilt functions. (4) User defined identifiers 
and inbuilt identifiers (5) Computational 
statements.  Beyond the above defined priorities 
functions which are called many times and 
functions called within other functions are given 
more preference than other functions in content 
selection for generation of high level overview of 
the code [10]. One or more statements of code 
are selected in content selection. In addition we 
use the S-unit selection technique [4] of prior 
work to remove redundancy. 
 
   Let us consider below the different cases which 
we come across during content selection:- 
Case1: - Code containing user defined function 
    Consider the Fig. 2 code snippet, the line 4 
“ele_pos = queue_insert (item)” statement is 
selected for generating summary comment, as   

Program Analysis 
                       

Selection of content 

C code 

Comments for given code

Fig. 1. Block Diagram of Proposed System 

Text Generation for 
Selected content in 
Natural language 
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per   the priority we have defined in content 
selection method. Depending upon code one or 
more statements is selected for generating 
summary comments.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.2: C language code 

Case2: - Code containing only library functions 
Consider the Fig. 3 code snippet, here there is no 
properly named identifiers, only the inbuilt 
library function “printf ” gives some meaning, so 
based on priority of  content selection inbuilt 
library function “printf”  is selected.   
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.3: C language code with only inbuilt 
function 

Case 3: - Code containing conditional statement        
    In the Fig. 4 C code snippet as per the priority 
defined, we select the line 5 statement i.e. 
condition statement and the action performed by 
the condition i.e. line 6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4: C language code with condition 
statement 

Case 4: - Code containing only computation  
   Consider the Fig. 5 code snippet, here there is 
no functions or identifiers for content selection. 
In such worst case the computational statements 
are selected, i.e. line 3 along with line 2 is 
selected.   
 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Fig .5: C language code with only computation 
3.3. Text Generation 
   Once the important statements needed for 
summary comment is obtained from the content 
selection process, next step is text generation to 
obtain summary comment in natural language 
sentence i.e. converting the selected content into 
natural language. In our proposed text generation 
method we first split the identifiers into 
component words based on camel case, for 
example infoListAdded is splited as “info list 
added”. If camel case is not followed completely, 
we define the rules based on prepositions and 
verbs for splitting identifiers by the idea obtained 
from thousands of examined C code. Consider 
the example “INTtoDEC”, here it is splited as 
“INT to DEC”.   
   Once the identifiers, function names are 
splited, next step is expanding them and 
obtaining the text in high level overview. 
Different rules are followed for text generation 
for functions and normal code.  Then we define 
the English grammar rule to identify the noun, 
verb and preposition and generate the natural 
language phrases by adding additional phrases to 
make meaningful phrase [15]. If more phrases 
are obtained for given snippet of code we 
combine them to obtain single meaningful 
summary comments. 
   For functions after splitting next, we identify 
action, object and parameters for text generation. 
Consider the example as shown in Fig. 6 
“queue_insert (item)”, the action is insert, 
parameter is item and secondary argument is 
queue. Next we generate phrases i.e. Action (c1), 
parameter (p), object (c2) with additional words 
added as per the English grammar rules (g) if 
necessary. The text generated here is “insert item 
into queue”. 
In general for functions:- 

r=c1_c2 (p)   (function) 
c1 (g) p (g) c2 (g) r (text generated) 

If parameters or object are not present in the 
function then only action is used for text 
generation.  

1 void	queue_info(){	
2 					int	ele_pos,	item;	
3 					printf(“Enter	element	to	be	added”);	
4 					scanf(“%d”,&item);	
5 					ele_pos=	queue_insert(item);	
6 					printf(“%d”,ele_pos);	
7 }	

1 void	main(){	
2 				printf(“hello	world”);	
3 	}	

1 void	fun(){	
2 				int	const=10;	
3 				int	n;	
4 				scanf(“%d”,&n);	
5 				if(n<const)	
6 								printf(“%d”,n);						
7 				else	
8 								printf(“null”);	
9 	}	

1. void	main{
2. int	i,	n,	s;	
3. 				for(i=1;	i<n;	i++){	
4. 								s=n*i;	
5. 				}	
6. }
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    For inbuilt library functions we have defined a 
set of word phrases, i.e. printf   as display or 
print, scanf as input or accept , sqrt as square 
root, strcpy as copy string etc. For inbuilt 
function we use this defined set of word phrases   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 

Fig.6: Text generation for function 

 along with English grammar rules for text 
generation. Consider the example inbuilt 
function “printf(“hello world”), here action is 
printf, parameter is hello world, therefore the text 
generated is “display hello world”. 
   For the conditional statements switching 
statements and looping statements we determine 
the condition and the action performed. For 
example in Fig. 4 condition is n<const and action 
is printf statement, i.e. line 5 and 6 respectively, 
by smoothening both the statements the phrase 
generated is “Display n if it is smaller than 
constant”. 
   For other selected statements of code for text 
generation after the splitting of identifiers, next 
step is using the defined grammar rules for 
generating the text phrases to obtain suitable 
summary comments as shown in TABLE. 1.  In 
worst case if no identifiers or function or any 
meaningful word is not present in code we use 
the notation for the computation done in code 
and generate summary comment in the form of 
notations.  
Table-1 : Generation of phrases for selected 
statements 

 Content Selected Text generation 
(Phrases) 

sum = n+ m To find sum of two 
variables 

for(i=1;i<n;i++) 
s = n * i;  

Compute n * i by 
incrementing i such 
that i is smaller than 
n 

 

IV. EXAMPLE 

   Consider the following C code in Fig. 7 to 
illustrate our proposed method. Initially program 
analysis is done to identify identifiers, variables, 
functions of the code. In content selection 
process we select the important content from 
multiple lines of code based on the priority we 
have defined in the section 3.2 and redundancy 
is removed. In the Fig 7 the function signature 
and the method call (i.e. line number 4 and 6) , 
then function called in line 1, later condition 
statement in line 9 will be selected. 
   Once these contents are selected the natural 
language text generation is done using defined 
grammar rules, and  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig .7: C language code 

different rules defined in section 3.3 for 
functions, condition statements and computation 
statements in text generation. 

    For the selected statements i.e. Function void 
“queue_info ()”, the action is into and secondary 
argument is queue. For the function int search(int 
key), the action is search and parameter is key.  
For the condition statement “if(key==cur->info) 
return cur”, the condition is to find if key is equal 
to current information and if equal return current 
element. The phrases are obtained as shown in 
TABLE. 2. 
   As there are multiple phrases obtained for 
single snippet of code, the text is generated by 
combining the phrases obtained to single 

 queue_insert(item) 

 Action 
(c1) 

Parameter 
(p)  

insert iteminto queue 

Object       
c2) 

1. void queue_info () { 
2.      int a, key; 
3.      Printf(“Enter the key element”); 
4.      scanf(“%d”,&key); 
5.      a=search(key); 
6. } 

 
7. int search (int key) { 
8.      int cur=0; 
9.     while(cur!=null) { 
10.        if(key==cur->info) return cur; 
11.        else cur=cur->link; 
12.     } 
13. return null;
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meaningful phrase. Hence the automatic 
summary comment generated for above code is 
“search the key element if it is in the queue and 
return the key”. 
 

Table -2: Phrases Generation 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

    We have proposed a method to automatically 
generate descriptive summary comments for C 
language code and functions. We have used 
program analysis, content selection and text 
generation technique for generating summary. 
   In future we would like to implement the 
proposed system with still better text generation 
method. We would also like to evaluate the 
performance on comment generation by testing 
on different C language code and functions. 
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